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INTRODUCTION	
  

Most research on programming frameworks for differential privacy is
concerned with static data sets. Every computation is a "one-shot" result
and nothing needs to be recomputed because the results will be the same
up to randomness introduced for privacy. However, there are many
circumstances where this model does not make sense, or is simply
infeasible. Support for dynamically changing data has been researched in
the form of differentially private streaming algorithms. I present a
practical framework for which a non-expert can perform differentially
private operations on streams. The system is built as an extension to
PINQ, a differentially private programming framework for static data sets. 	

	

Most of the research and techniques of differential privacy have been with
respect to a single static database. This precludes many environments
where this approach is not feasible. Situations where one would like to
avoid holding the entire database include:	


STREAMING	
  PINQ	
  

PINQ	
  

PINQ (Privacy INtegrated Query) [3] is a programming framework built
on top of LINQ [4] in C#. It uses the Laplacian Noise mechanism to
provide differential privacy guarantees. The privacy budget is enforced via
an agent that is attached to the private query mechanism and is notified
every time a differentially private operation takes place. We extend PINQ
to support streaming data sets.	


Streaming	
  Algorithm	
  Parameters	
  

•StreamingQueryable - wrapper class around a private stream in
much the same way as PINQueryable is in PINQ. It supports
transformations on the data and keeps track of active streaming algorithm
subscribers to the private stream data.	


•It is technically infeasible to hold the entire data set at one time. 	

•We would like to offer privacy guarantees against intrusions into the
system (e.g. someone breaks into the system containing the database).	


•StreamingAlgorithm - encodes the mechanism for streaming
differential privacy. The base class provides functionality to interact with
the data stream to receive events. The base class also has functionality for
the client of the algorithm to get outputs from the algorithm.	

Event-Level Privacy	


User-Level Privacy	


Considerations for a streaming differentially private framework	


CONTRIBUTIONS	
  
•Extended PINQ to support streaming algorithms
• Support for different properties of streaming algorithms PanPrivacy Continuous Output User-Level Privacy
•Implemented five differentially private streaming algorithms in the
Streaming PINQ framework

•PINQStreamingAgent - Agents are responsible for enforcing that εdifferential privacy is preserved for the stream. There are two inheriting
classes that enforce either user-level privacy or event-level privacy. In the
user-level privacy agent, privacy can never be returned to the stream. On
the other hand, when viewing the stream with event-level privacy, the agent
only needs to make sure that at most ε is “learned” for each event.	


	


•When does an algorithm make an output?
•What does an adversary get to observe?
•What data can an algorithm keep as internal state?
•How do we protect individuals? (how do we model data set neighbors?)

Performance Testing	

•Are some data sets particularly amenable to existing differentially
private algorithms? 	

• Twitter messages seemed to be captured well 	

• Can we get “acceptable” accuracy for real-world applications?	

Language Work	

•Large base of trusted code 	

• Programming framework provides no help in assuring new
streaming algorithm implementations are safe. 	

•C# seems to be the wrong choice of language	

•What are the basic primitives for streaming and can we encode that
into the language? How do we encode the different notions of privacy? 	

Theoretical Work	

• Including timing of events in the model Stock trade made after
hours → institutional trader Predictive mitigation for timing
attacksForgetful attacker for user-level privacy Adjacency
bounded to the last k events 	

• Do the new models allow us to come up with new algorithms?	


Key Classes	


•The data is coming in over a long period of time and we would like to
perform intermediate computations on it. 	


The streaming extensions implemented in Streaming PINQ attempt to
bring in many of the different views and algorithms of streaming
differential privacy from the literature into a programming framework. My
goal was not for a complete library based on the literature, but rather to get
a good representative sample of different types of streaming algorithms
and how the framework would interact with them.	


Streaming PINQ is my extension of PINQ to support streaming
differentially private algorithms. It is implemented in roughly 1000
lines of C# code. The system is meant to “look and feel” like PINQ.
Many of the classes are entirely new and do not rely on the PINQ
object model directly, but the same coding style is adopted for the
programmer’s ease of use and understanding.	


FUTURE	
  WORK	
  

IMPLEMENTED	
  ALGORITHMS	
  
Internal State
•Pan-Privacy: the adversary may observe the internal state of the
algorithm (usually at most 1 time).
Number of Outputs
•Single Output: the algorithm can only make one output.
•Bounded Continuous Output: the algorithm makes at most n
outputs (where n is given as a parameter that affects accuracy).
•Unbounded Continuous Output: the algorithm can make an
unbounded number of outputs.
Neighboring Streams
•Event-Level Privacy: adjacent streams differ by one event.
•User-Level Privacy: adjacent streams differ by all events that a
particular user produces. In the diagram above, different colors
represent events from different users.

The table above shows the implemented algorithms in Streaming
PINQ. Note that ε is removed from accuracy measurements. α and β
are user-defined parameters to the algorithm. Algorithms with an
asterisk (*) denote known optimal accuracy for their listed
properties. Buffered Average is simply adding just enough Laplace
noise to achieve differential privacy. Randomized Response Count’s
error match the theoretical lower bound from [2]’s negative result,
given its properties (pan-private and continuous observation). PanPrivacy is with respect to one intrusion.	


CONCLUSIONS	
  
I present an extension to PINQ to support differentially private
streaming algorithms. The framework is flexible to allow the data
owners and data analysts decide which algorithms should be used based
on their needs. In one case, a data analyst might want a very accurate
result for user density, but would have to decrease the number of
intermediate outputs seen. In another case, if a data owner wants to
enforce Pan-Privacy then some algorithms cannot be used. This
framework is meant for non-adversarial users. There is no formal
checks on an implemented algorithm’s advertised guarantees. Another
caveat is that this framework is susceptible to timing attacks. I hope that
this framework can serve as both a practical implementation for
streaming algorithms, as well as providing a base for further
exploration of new algorithms and streaming models.	
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